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Abstract: The observation of lepton flavour violation (LFV) in the charged lepton sector would be an
unambiguous sign of physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM), and thus, it is the channel of choice
for many BSM searches. LFV searches in muon decays in particular benefit from the fact that muons
can be easily produced at high rates. There is a global effort to search for LFV at high-intensity muon
sources to which the upcoming Mu3e experiment at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) will contribute.
The Mu3e Collaboration aims to perform a background-free search for the LFV decay µ+ → e+e−e+

with an unprecedented sensitivity in the order of 10−15 in the first phase of operation and 10−16 in the
final phase—an improvement over the preceding SINDRUM experiment by four orders of magnitude.
The high muon stopping rates and low momenta of the decay electrons make high demands on
momentum and time resolution and on the data acquisition. The innovative experimental concept is
based on a tracking detector built from novel ultra-thin silicon pixel sensors and scintillating fibres
and tiles as well as online event reconstruction and filtering in real time.
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1. Introduction

In the original formulation of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, lepton
flavour is a conserved quantity, although, this is only due to an accidental symmetry. With
the observation of neutrino mixing, it became evident that lepton flavour is indeed not
conserved in nature—at least in the neutrino sector—but so far, lepton flavour violation in
the charged lepton sector (cLFV) has eluded observation.

cLFV processes like µ+ → e+e−e+ could be mediated via neutrino mixing (see Figure 1
on the left), but they would be suppressed to branching ratios below 10−50 and thus far
below the reach of current or upcoming cLFV searches. In BSM models which address for
example the generation of neutrino masses or the origin of the flavour structure, however,
cLFV often occurs at observable levels. Any observation of cLFV would, thus, be an
unambiguous sign of BSM physics. Examples for the µ+ → e+e−e+ process are shown in
Figure 1 in the centre and on the right.

Searches for cLFV in muon decays are particularly sensitive probes of BSM, since
muons can be produced at very high intensities allowing to test also very rare processes.
For example, PSI operates regular muon beam lines with rates of 108 muons/s. There is
a ongoing global effort to search for cLFV with muons in various channels. The Mu3e
experiment at PSI is the only experiment planned at the moment which is going to search
for µ+ → e+e−e+.
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Figure 1. Feynman diagrams of the µ+ → e+e−e+ decay mediated via (left) neutrino mixing,
(centre) supersymmetric particles, and (right) a Z′ in models with an extended electroweak sector.

2. The Mu3e Experiment

The Mu3e Collaboration aims to find or exclude the cLFV decay µ+ → e+e−e+ with a
sensitivity to branching ratios in the order of 10−15 in phase I and 10−16 in phase II of the
experiment [1]—surpassing the current strongest limit of B(µ+ → e+e−e+) < 1.0× 10−12

at a 90 % confidence level (CL) set by the SINDRUM experiment [2] by four orders
of magnitude.

The search will be conducted free of background. The SM background process
µ+ → e+e−e+νµνe is distinguished from signal decays solely by the momentum carried
away by the undetectable neutrinos. A further source of background stems from accidental
combinations of e+ and e− from SM muon decays, photon conversion, Bhabha scattering
and misreconstructed tracks. This type of background can be suppressed by kinematic
selections as well as selections on the reconstructed vertex and the coincidence of the
decay products.

In addition to excellent momentum and high vertex and time resolution, operating at
high muon decay rates of 1× 108 muons/s (phase I) up to 2× 109 muons/s (phase II) puts
further demands on the detector and data acquisition (DAQ).

The phase I detector is under construction and will be operated at the Compact Muon
Beamline at PSI. For phase II, the detector will be upgraded and operated at the new High-
Intensity Muon Beamline, which is currently being planned at PSI [3]. In the following, the
phase I experiment is discussed in further detail.

2.1. Detector Concept

The Mu3e experiment is a spectrometer placed in a 1 T solenoidal magnetic field.
Multiple Coulomb scattering dominates the momentum resolution of the experiment as
the decay particles have momenta of only a few 10 MeV. For this reason, the material in
the active detector volume is kept to a minimum. A schematic of the Mu3e experiment is
shown in Figure 2.

The µ+ beam is stopped in a thin, hollow, double-cone target built from Mylar in
the centre of the detector. The trajectories of the decay e+ and e− are measured with a
barrel-shaped, silicon pixel tracker. Mu3e utilises 50 µm thin pixel sensors built in the
High-Voltage Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor technology [4] leading to a material amount
of only 0.1% of a radiation length per tracking layer including the flex-print for readout
and powering and the mechanical support structures. There are four tracking layers in the
central detector part, two of which are located close to the target. The final prototype of
pixel sensors for Mu3e—the MuPix11—has been produced in 2022 and is currently passing
the last steps of characterisation.

In addition to the pixel tracker, a scintillating fibre detector provides a precise timing
measurement. The fibre detector consists of three layers of 250 µm diameter fibres which
are connected to a silicon photomultiplier column array read out by a custom-made ASIC:
the MuTRiG chip [5]. The final version of the MuTRiG has been produced in 2022 and is
currently being tested.

The momentum resolution of the experiment is significantly improved by the installa-
tion of so-called recurl stations upstream and downstream of the central detector station.
Due to the bending in the magnetic field, the e+ and e− produced on the target are forced
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to return—recurl—to the detector and are measured for a second time either in the central
or in the recurl stations. Because of the large lever arm between the measurements of the
outgoing and recurling particle, scattering-induced uncertainties cancel to first order. The
recurl stations consist of two tracking layers and scintillating tiles for improved timing.
The scintillating tiles are read out via silicon photomultipliers and the MuTRiG chip, which
is used for the scintillating fibre detectors as well.

Components in the active detector volume are cooled with gaseous helium. Out-
side the active detector volume, an additional water-cooling system is installed in the
support structures.

The streaming data acquisition system of Mu3e continuously processes zero-suppressed
data from all detector systems without a hardware trigger. Events of interest, i.e., events
containing at least two e+ and one e− trajectory compatible with a common vertex, are
selected on the event filter farm. The filter farm performs fast, simplified track fits and vertex
finding in real time on Graphics Processing Units. Raw data of events with µ+ → e+e−e+

signal candidates are stored on disk for offline analysis. In this way, the output data rate is
reduced by around a factor of 100 compared to the incoming data rate at the filter farm.

Target
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Figure 2. Schematic of the Mu3e phase I detector shown (left) along the beam axis and (right) trans-
verse to the beam axis. A potential µ+ → e+e−e+ signal decay is shown with e+ trajectories in red
and the e− trajectory in blue.

2.2. Sensitivity Studies

The feasibility of a background-free search for µ+ → e+e−e+ with the phase I Mu3e
experiment up to the envisaged sensitivity has been demonstrated with a detailed Geant4-
based detector simulation. The distribution of signal and background events in the centre-
of-mass momentum (pcms) vs. invariant mass (meee) plane of the e+e−e+ system after
kinematic, vertex and coincidence selections is shown in Figure 3 alongside the expected
reach in B(µ+ → e+e−e+) in dependence of the runtime. Branching ratios of 10−14 to a
few 10−15 can be reached with 200 to 300 days of data taking.

In the case of discovery and given that a sufficient number of µ+ → e+e−e+ events is
observed, conclusions on the type of BSM interaction can be drawn from the kinematics of
the e+e−e+ final state—in addition to the interplay with observation and non-observation
in searches for µ+ → e+γ and muon-to-electron conversion on nuclei. In Figure 4, Dalitz
plots of the invariant mass of the two possible e+e− combinations in µ+ → e+e−e+ are
shown assuming selected effective operators.

As shown in Figure 5 on the left, the µ+ → e+e−e+ search is also sensitive to decays
of the type µ+ → e+a in which the particle a decays within O(ns) to an e+e− pair. An
example are axion-like particles as discussed in [6].

The unprecedented data set of muon decays expected to be recorded with Mu3e
can also be exploited for other BSM searches. Dark photons A′ emitted in muon decays,
µ+ → A′e+νµνe, and promptly decaying to an e+e− pair can be identified in a search for a
resonance in the invariant me+e− spectrum. The sensitivity of the phase I Mu3e experiment
to promptly decaying dark photons is shown in Figure 5 in the centre.
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Figure 3. Simulation studies of the phase I Mu3e experiment. (Left) Distribution of simulated signal
and background events. (Right) Expected sensitivity of the µ+ → e+e−e+ search in phase I.
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Figure 4. Dalitz plots of the invariant mass of e+e− pairs in simulated and reconstructed
µ+ → e+e−e+ signal decays in the phase I Mu3e experiment assuming (left) phase-space distributed
decays, (centre) an effective dipole interaction, and (right) an effective four-fermion interaction. The
effective Lagrangian from [7] has been deployed in this study.

Decays of the type µ+ → e+X are motivated for example by familon models which
try to explain the flavour structure of the SM [8]. If the axion-like particle X exits the
detector unseen, the characteristic signature of this decay becomes a mono-energetic e+

in dependence of the mass mX of X. The Mu3e experiment is planning to implement
online histograms filled with results from track fits performed on the filter farm in which
µ+ → e+X decays would show up as an excess on the smooth momentum spectrum
from SM muon decays. The sensitivity to µ+ → e+X decays of the phase I Mu3e experi-
ment is expected to surpass current limits set by the TWIST experiment by two orders of
magnitude [9] (see Figure 5 on the right).
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of the Mu3e phase I experiment to certain BSM models. (Left) Reach of a search
for µ+ → e+a with subsequent a→ e+e− decay in the parameter space of an axion-like a as presented
in [6]. (Centre) Reach of a search for promptly decaying dark photons emitted in muon decays. La-
grangian taken from [10]. Plot adapted from [11]. (Right) Sensitivity of Mu3e phase I to the branching
ratio of µ+ → e+X compared to the current strongest limits set by TWIST [9]. If the calibration of the
total momentum scale is performed with the Michel spectrum, the sensitivity deteriorates at low mX

(sim. calib.). Alternative calibrations are currently under investigation (ext. calib.).
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3. Summary and Status

The upcoming Mu3e experiment at PSI aims to find or exclude the cLFV decay
µ+ → e+e−e+ with an unprecedented sensitivity to branching ratios as low as 10−16. In
a first phase, branching ratios of 10−14 to a few 10−15 can be studied. In addition, dark
photons emitted in muon decays can be investigated with competitive sensitivity, and
current limits on µ+ → e+X decays can be surpassed by two orders of magnitude already
with the phase I Mu3e experiment.

Currently, the design and prototyping phase of the phase I Mu3e experiment is
finishing and the experiment is transitioning to the production and construction phase.
Demonstrator detector modules have been successfully operated in an integration run in
2021 and a cosmics run in 2022. Commissioning and first physics data taking are expected
for 2024.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

SM Standard Model
BSM Beyond the Standard Model
(c)LFV (charged) Lepton Flavour Violation
PSI Paul Scherrer Institute
CL Confidence Level
DAQ Data Acquisition
ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
MuTRiG Muon Timing Resolver including Gigabit-Link
HV-MAPS High-Voltage Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors
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